Maskon injection units

– adapted to the different vaccines

This product sheet shows which variants of vaccine units we can offer,
adapted to the different application needs and the type of vaccine.
Maskon Single injection unit
This is Maskon’s standard injection unit, intended for dosing
one type of vaccine at a time. A camera system guides the injection units so that the point of impact is correct regardless
the size of the fish. The injection point accuracy is over 98%,
and mortality by vaccination is less than 0.02%.
The injection unit is further developed, so that the entire injection unit stands still and only need to move back and forth,
which provides much more flexibility and operational stability
The injection depth is automatically adjusted relative to the
length of the fish. A sensor by the needle monitors that the
injection being injected correctly in each fish.
Vacuum technology secures the position of the fish during
vaccination, and also secures that the mark from the needle
will be almost invisible. A water cap with tempered water ensures a consistent and correct temperature on the vaccine.
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Maskon Double injection unit
Now you easily can increase the flexibility and efficiency of
your existing vaccination machine! We have developed a new
injection unit that can inject two different types of vaccine in
one and the same injection. The injection units can replace the
single injection unit on the vaccine machine.
Compared to the original single dose unit, accuracy and reliability have been even better. On the new device, the entire
dosage unit stands still and only need to move back and forth,
which provides much more flexibility and operational stability.
This are some of the other benefits:
• The operator has good control of the consumption of a vaccine.
• There are separate counters for the units.
• One dose may be oil-based, the other water-based.
• The dose size can be adjusted individually if needed.
• Dose size adjustment 0.025-0.1 ml. The accuracy of the dose is improved and stability has increased.
• Adjustment of the injection depth is also made easier.

Maskon Duo HP injection unit
Duo HP (High Precision) injection unit is further developed
from the Duo device to disperse vaccines of different viscosity
at the same time. These can be water /oil-based vaccines
Duo HP does not mix the vaccines, but drives them sequentially
out through the needle. This allows it to dispense vaccines with
very different viscosity with a high degree of accuracy.
The device is developed for future types of vaccines that are
more demanding and need more accuracy.
Other properties are similar to the Maskon duo injection unit.

Maskon Single/Duo and IM injection unit

This injection unit provides an intramuscular injection in addition
to the abdominal injection. (IM = intramuscular injection unit).
The IM unit inserts the vaccine into the muscle and is intended
for future DNA vaccines. It automatically adjusts the injection
position according to the size of the fish so that the vaccine is
inserted into the thickest muscle.
The dose size is adjusted the same way as abdominal vaccination. The IM injection unit is available together with single or
double abdominal vaccination units. The illustration shows an
IM device together with a duo injection unit.
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